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The security code is: 1- 2- 3- 4-

THIS MYGIG REN HAVE BEEN CONVERTED TO REZ,
Do not update the MyGIG software without taking the proper steps to change the multimedia region in the
cars Vehicle configuration system (CANbus) to EU region. You need a StarScan tool. You must drive to a
Chrysler garage and adjust the region settings in the CANbus system
If you update without taking the proper steps, DVD and FM-radio settings will be overwritten by the Vehicle
Configuration system to the old values (USA). It's therefore imperative that no updates take place before you
have change the Vehicle Configuration settings.
Steps should be, but not limited to:
A. Change the region for the multimedia (DVD, FM-Radio etc.) to EU/EUROPE in the vehicle
configuration.
B. Reboot the car computer (by taking away the battery for 10 minutes).
C. Confirm changes.
All operation with a Starscan tool shall be done by qualified staff, only!
If you accidental update the software, step A-B may solve the issue.
Important: If your car have a VES (Vehicle Entertainment system)... some times called MediaCenter. You
must drive to a Chrysler garage and adjust the VES-region settings in the CANbus system (just as above).
Otherwise the rear screens and roof-DVD-player will still be region 1.
Above change of settings will only take 5 minutes. Email us for instructions.
FAQ
Q. Do I need to update?
A. No, you should only consider to upgrade the software if necessary (like your new 'toys'
and accessories don't work).
Q. Can I use accessories/Toys?
A. Yeas you can. But the REN/REZ is basically a FM-radio. If you like to use uConnect
and VR you should consider to use a RER/REW.
Q. The MYGIG RER/REW can be upgraded and downgraded without adjusting the settings in the
CANbus.. why can I do that with a REN/REZ?
A. The outside may look the same but underneath it's a different technology.
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